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A summary of Be Well Buffalo County’s experience with the Strategic 
Prevention Framework for their work in community wellness. 
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• MPH in Health Communication and Social Marketing
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• Facilitate BCCP’s work on Healthy Eating and Active Living

• Prior to nonprofit, worked in corporate wellness

• Grew up in the community we serve



Who We Are
as a public health organization.



Buffalo County Community Partners
Assess, promote and strengthen the health of Buffalo County.

We’re a county-wide effort in Buffalo County, Neb. that started in 1996.

The 2020 Vision
• Active Living and Healthy Eating

• Eliminate Health Disparities

• High Impact Prevention Services

• Healthy Homes and Sustainable Communities

• Injury-Free Living

We have over 15 groups working toward those strategic directions.



Be Well Buffalo County

The collaborative was formed in 2015 with a core group of stakeholders 
interested in health and wellness.

Mission

Advocate for a healthy community culture through infrastructure, education, and 
programs to support healthy choices.

Vision

Build a culture of well-living where community support leads to unconscious 
lifestyle changes.



Our Experience
with the strategic prevention framework.





Challenges

Wellness is a broad issue.

Wellness presents diverse needs in a community.

Wellness brings powerful opinions to the table.
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Opportunities

Wellness is a broad issue.

Wellness presents diverse needs in a community.

Wellness brings powerful opinions to the table.



Problem Analysis
Wellness is a broad issue.

Area for Improvement

“Healthy Lifestyles in Buffalo County”





Problem Analysis
Wellness presents diverse needs.

• Different populations need different things and have different barriers 
when it comes to making healthy choices.

• We ultimately want to make the healthy choices easier in our 
community, but what choices are difficult?

• Data, data, data.



Problem Analysis
Wellness brings powerful opinions.
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Community Change Model
Wellness is a broad issue.







Community Change Model
Wellness presents diverse needs.





Community Change Model
Wellness brings powerful opinions.

• Powerful opinions come from powerful people. Powerful people tend 
to be busy.

• We added an extra meeting to get back to basics and make sure we 
had a consensus with our model before moving on.

• We worked hands on with the information we had been discussing on 
and off for months.





Goals, Objectives and Priorities
Wellness is a broad issue.





Goals, Objectives and Priorities
Wellness presents diverse needs.

• Ultimately, we knew we needed to narrow down before we could 
create full, effective strategies.

• It was hard to compare our ideas one-to-one because they weren’t 
always even.



Goals, Objectives and Priorities
Wellness brings powerful opinions.

• Our organization is unique in that we’re a partnership organization.

• We realized the county had a lot of work already being done by other 
organizations—why re-invent the wheel?

• We chose to prioritize only those areas in which work wasn’t already 
being done.
• Farmers markets

• Food pantries

• School wellness policies

• School concessions stands



Strategy Development
Wellness is a broad issue.

Mission

Advocate for a healthy community culture through infrastructure, 
education, and programs to support healthy choices.

Environmental Strategies

Prevention efforts aimed at changing or influencing community 
conditions, standards, institutions, structures, systems and policies that 
shape behavior.



Strategy Development
Wellness presents diverse needs.





Strategy Development
Wellness brings powerful opinions.

• We’ve always had a great group of visionaries.
• Mayor of the City of Kearney

• Director of Parks and Recreation

• Associate Superintendent for KPS

• Wellness Directors of all kinds

• We ended up with a great list of strategies—almost all of which 
pointed to environmental changes.



Action Planning
Wellness is a broad issue.





Action Planning
Wellness presents diverse needs.

• One of the biggest conversations we’ve put off is about the people 
who need to be involved.
• Who will be impacted?

• Who has useful data?

• Who can help us implement?

• More people involved usually means more people impacted.



Action Planning
Wellness brings powerful opinions.





Benefits

• The process is data-driven.

• The model is comprehensive.

• The plan is sustainable.
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Life-Savers

• The process is data-driven.

• The model is comprehensive.

• The plan is sustainable.



Data-Driven Process

Epiphany started by digging into the data we already had, and gave us 
back an honest report.

Things We Love:

• Every claim had to be supported by data.

• Every goal had to be measured by data.

• Every activity will create more data.



Comprehensive Model

• We created Be Well to be the visionary team for all the wellness work 
we do. They’re job is to be comprehensive.

• Our model captures things: 
• Being worked on by multiple coalitions.

• Housed in different agencies.

• Supported by multiple data sources.

• We created objectives that clearly relate back to our overall goal.



Sustainable Plan

• The comprehensive model encourages:
• Responsible parties to take and report on their actions.

• Clear evaluation and monitoring.

• Detailed breakdown of tasks, objectives and goals.

• All of this makes it easier to seek and find relevant funding.



Our Final Product





Questions?


